
 

The Tribe Weekly Newsletter 

   

This week’s parashot are Tazria and Metzora 

Shabbat Times in London 
Shabbat begins: 7.58pm                                                          
Shabbat ends: 9.06pm 

 

This week there are two Parashot (Weekly Torah Portions). They are Tazria and 

Metzora and they discuss the laws of spiritual purity and impurity. 

The Parashot (Weekly Torah Portions) then remind us about the command for 

every Jewish baby boy to be circumcised on the eighth day after they are born. 

The Parashot (Weekly Torah Portions) continue by telling us about Tzaraat 

(similar to leprosy), a spiritual ailment which appeared on a person’s house, 

clothing or on themselves if they spoke Lashon Hara (Evil gossip). If different 

coloured patches appeared on a person’s skin, s/he was sent outside the camp 

of Israel for seven days, after which a Cohen (Priest) would inspect it. (By being 

alone for a period of time, it would remind the person how wrong it is to gossip 

about others). Looking at the size of the affected area, the Cohen (Priest) would 

then be able to decide whether that person was now Tahor (Spiritually pure) or 

Tamei (Spiritually impure). If it was the latter, then the person had to stay 

outside the camp for a further seven days. 

When the Metzora (the person with Tzaraat) was completely healed, s/he was 

purified by the Cohen (Priest) with a special ceremony involving two birds, water 

in an earthenware jug, a piece of cedar wood, a scarlet thread and hyssop. 

This week, on Tuesday 28th April (4th Iyar) it is Yom Hazikaron which is the 

national remembrance day observed in Israel for all Israeli military personnel 

who lost their lives in the struggle that led to the establishment of Medinat 

https://www.chabad.org/article.asp?AID=130088
https://www.chabad.org/library/article_cdo/aid/1484/jewish/The-Shrinking-of-Man.htm
https://www.chabad.org/library/article_cdo/aid/130065/jewish/A-Bundle-of-Greens.htm
https://www.bing.com/search?q=Israel+Defense+Forces&filters=sid%3a13f768fa-f7ce-0859-f1fb-83e3ba2a031c&form=ENTLNK


 

Yisrael (The State of Israel) and for those soldiers and civilians who have been 

killed subsequently. 

On the following day, 29th April (5th Iyar) it is Yom Ha’atmaut, Israel’s 

Independence Day, celebrating the Israeli Declaration of Independence in 1948. 

Both Yom Hazikaron and Yom Haatzmaut are commemorated and celebrated in 

Jewish communities across the world and of course, in Israel. This year, we are 

celebrating 72 years since the establishment of the modern State of Israel in 

1948. 

 

 

 
 

                                         

Song for Yom Ha’atzmaut 

 Here is a link to a song you can play on Yom Ha’atmaut, which 

you can sing and dance to as a whole household. 

 

 Chai - Ofra Haza Hologram and Sarit Hadad – Chai! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LyuiqDgWI1A&feature=youtu.
be  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mLKjteDjbww


 

Story – The potion of life!  
 (Use the Pictures to help tell the Story) You can use the key at the bottom to 

help 

Almost 2000 years ago, there lived a famous  called Yannai 

who was a good and righteous man. 

One day  Yannai went to the  and while he was 

buying things for himself and his family, he noticed a   

walking through the  chanting, ‘who will buy the 

 of life.’  

 Yannai approached the  and asked him to reveal 

his secret  for a long life. The  refused, but 

 Yannai persisted. Finally, the  responded, ‘you 

don’t need any special potions. The to a long and good life 

is guarding your  from speaking bad…’ 

https://www.bing.com/images/search?q=images+of+cartoon+rabbi&id=1BB1957F870454DFD4C2E940C111D57A659D1100&FORM=IQFRBA
https://www.bing.com/images/search?q=images+of+cartoon+rabbi&id=1BB1957F870454DFD4C2E940C111D57A659D1100&FORM=IQFRBA
https://pixabay.com/photos/market-market-stall-seller-food-1154999/
https://www.bing.com/images/search?q=images+of+a+cartoon+poor+man&id=C27EEEDA85DF9AB256DDFE54D4B7566118A1E135&FORM=IQFRBA
https://pixabay.com/photos/market-market-stall-seller-food-1154999/
https://www.bing.com/images/search?q=images+of+a+potion&id=272404965FFE8C22B612C8C745CF63581CCEF11B&FORM=IQFRBA
https://www.bing.com/images/search?q=images+of+cartoon+rabbi&id=1BB1957F870454DFD4C2E940C111D57A659D1100&FORM=IQFRBA
https://www.bing.com/images/search?q=images+of+a+cartoon+poor+man&id=C27EEEDA85DF9AB256DDFE54D4B7566118A1E135&FORM=IQFRBA
https://www.bing.com/images/search?q=images+of+a+potion&id=272404965FFE8C22B612C8C745CF63581CCEF11B&FORM=IQFRBA
https://www.bing.com/images/search?q=images+of+a+cartoon+poor+man&id=C27EEEDA85DF9AB256DDFE54D4B7566118A1E135&FORM=IQFRBA
https://www.bing.com/images/search?q=images+of+cartoon+rabbi&id=1BB1957F870454DFD4C2E940C111D57A659D1100&FORM=IQFRBA
https://www.bing.com/images/search?q=images+of+a+cartoon+poor+man&id=C27EEEDA85DF9AB256DDFE54D4B7566118A1E135&FORM=IQFRBA
https://www.bing.com/images/search?q=images+of+a+key&id=2FB68007F0B40C4FD112E3F32523201C0E940661&FORM=IQFRBA
https://www.bing.com/images/search?q=images+of+a+cartoon+tongue&id=8BDFF5CF8C91BDDB3E6854567420731A0322AD80&FORM=IQFRBA


 

Now Rabbi Yannai truly understood what the   had been 

 saying. If we keep far away from   badly about someone 

and if we keep away from arguments, then we have a better chance 

of living a er, more ful and therefore much 

 life. ‘That indeed,’ said Yannai, ‘is the  

of life.’ 

 

 

KEY 

= Rabbi                                                    = Speaking 

 = Market                                            =Calm 

= Poor Man                                          =Peace 

 = Potion                                                    =Longer 

= Key      = Tongue 

 

https://www.bing.com/images/search?q=images+of+a+cartoon+poor+man&id=C27EEEDA85DF9AB256DDFE54D4B7566118A1E135&FORM=IQFRBA
https://www.bing.com/images/search?q=images+of+2+people+speaking&id=6A88578900E71875D67B0030BD6882617116F09D&FORM=IQFRBA
https://www.bing.com/images/search?q=images+of+calm&id=A042FA8385656B84F25D9757B4316648B37383EB&FORM=IQFRBA
https://www.bing.com/images/search?q=images+of+peace&id=7F90690E44FAC4B63671F9B69011C53D3278B122&FORM=IQFRBA
https://www.bing.com/images/search?q=images+of+long&id=2F8F62D8AAFEDC0AE895BE1151D09C885B5EA50F&FORM=IQFRBA
https://www.bing.com/images/search?q=images+of+cartoon+rabbi&id=1BB1957F870454DFD4C2E940C111D57A659D1100&FORM=IQFRBA
https://www.bing.com/images/search?q=images+of+a+potion&id=272404965FFE8C22B612C8C745CF63581CCEF11B&FORM=IQFRBA
https://www.bing.com/images/search?q=images+of+cartoon+rabbi&id=1BB1957F870454DFD4C2E940C111D57A659D1100&FORM=IQFRBA
https://www.bing.com/images/search?q=images+of+2+people+speaking&id=6A88578900E71875D67B0030BD6882617116F09D&FORM=IQFRBA
https://pixabay.com/photos/market-market-stall-seller-food-1154999/
https://www.bing.com/images/search?q=images+of+calm&id=A042FA8385656B84F25D9757B4316648B37383EB&FORM=IQFRBA
https://www.bing.com/images/search?q=images+of+a+cartoon+poor+man&id=C27EEEDA85DF9AB256DDFE54D4B7566118A1E135&FORM=IQFRBA
https://www.bing.com/images/search?q=images+of+peace&id=7F90690E44FAC4B63671F9B69011C53D3278B122&FORM=IQFRBA
https://www.bing.com/images/search?q=images+of+a+potion&id=272404965FFE8C22B612C8C745CF63581CCEF11B&FORM=IQFRBA
https://www.bing.com/images/search?q=images+of+long&id=2F8F62D8AAFEDC0AE895BE1151D09C885B5EA50F&FORM=IQFRBA
https://www.bing.com/images/search?q=images+of+a+key&id=2FB68007F0B40C4FD112E3F32523201C0E940661&FORM=IQFRBA
https://www.bing.com/images/search?q=images+of+a+cartoon+tongue&id=8BDFF5CF8C91BDDB3E6854567420731A0322AD80&FORM=IQFRBA


 

Test Your Knowledge About Israel! Join up the 

Famous Place Names to the Correct Picture. 

(The answers are at the end of the newsletter)  

 

 

1.  

Tzefat 

2.  

Galilee 

3.  

The Kotel 

4.  

The Knesset 

5.  

Tel Aviv 

6.  

Masada 

7.  

The Dead Sea 

                                                                    

 

https://www.bing.com/images/search?q=image+of+flag+of+israel&id=E25E833BB0D93FF6AF28E28339634C9BB83FB44B&FORM=IQFRBA
https://www.bing.com/images/search?q=images+of+the+kotel&id=FC37D62FA3F83683CECC70EC3D5BD047AF1C8560&FORM=IQFRBA
https://www.bing.com/images/search?q=images+of+masada&id=D6BB49FA066AF92D04889DD870B86EE16C5AAD7B&FORM=IQFRBA
https://www.bing.com/images/search?q=images+of+the+dead+sea&id=9EB38F52AEE10BD69C86DAD7D8616CA8F845AB64&FORM=IQFRBA
https://www.bing.com/images/search?q=images+of+tel+aviv&id=B1E54818F4A4BE1C433E5FA68213CC995406BA70&FORM=IQFRBA
https://www.bing.com/images/search?q=images+of+the+kinneret&id=0A3ACAC80878D094331B7B34A3D3629A0CD0D610&FORM=IQFRBA
https://www.bing.com/images/search?q=images+of+tzfat&id=E0C7AB3A82A5B3B7861C5ACBBEECD6FC6050103D&FORM=IQFRBA
https://www.bing.com/images/search?q=images+of+the+knesset&id=B6B3BA0DCA3978FA43297EE05EFB22124DB97434&FORM=IQFRBA


 

Learn some Hebrew words 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dakah Minute  
 

La'asot To do  
 

Yachol Can 
 

Karov Near 
 

Rachok Far 
 

Same'ach Happy 
 



 

 

The Tribe Scribe 

 

 



 

Recipe of the week 
Epicurious 

Israeli Chocolate Cinnamon Rugelach Pastries 
 

7 ounces Butter 

8 ounces Cream Cheese 

¼ cup Sugar 

1 teaspoon Vanilla Extract 

2 cups All-Purpose Flour 

1 tablespoon Cocoa 

1 tablespoon Cinnamon 

½ cup Sugar 

½ cup Bitter-Sweet Chocolate (grated) 

¼ cup Butter (melted) 

1  Egg 

¼ cup Sugar 

Adult & Child: In a mixing bowl, cream the butter and cream cheese together. 
Add sugar and vanilla, and mix until smooth. 

Adult & Child: Add flour and mix lightly. 

Child: Place the dough in the fridge dough for just over an hour. 

Adult: Preheat oven to 350 F. 

Child: Divide the dough into four balls. On a floured surface, using a floured 
rolling pin, roll one ball out into a circle until about 1/8-inch thick. 

Child: In a small bowl, mix together the cocoa, cinnamon, sugar, and grated 
chocolate. 

Child: Spread some melted butter on the centre of the circle. Sprinkle the 
chocolate mixture on top. 

Adult: Cut the pastry into pie-shaped wedges. For bite-size and nice looking 
rugelach, the thick end of the wedge should about an 1- to 1 1/2-inch wide.  

 

https://www.epicurious.com/
https://www.thespruceeats.com/how-to-melt-butter-in-the-microwave-909005


 

 

Child & Adult: Start at the wide edge of the wedge and roll the dough up 
toward the point. 

  

Child & Adult: Line a cookie sheet with parchment paper. Place each pastry, 
seam-side down, on the paper. 

 

Child: Brush each pastry with the egg and sugar. 

Adult: Bake for 20 to 25 minutes or until golden. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.thespruceeats.com/what-is-parchment-paper-3959179


 

Answer Sheet 

Join up the Famous Place Names to the Correct Picture. 

1=The Kotel 

2=Masada 

3=The Dead Sea 

 4=Tel Aviv  

5=Galilee 

 6=Tzefat 

7=The Knesset 

 

 

 

 

 

Shabbat Shalom! From everyone at Tribe 

 

 


